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1

What is WEIDAP?

Water security is a growing concern in Viet Nam, particularly in drought-affected provinces. Most
recently the 2015 -2016 El Nino drought and associated saltwater intrusion affected some 400,000 ha.
of cropland to varying degrees of productivity loss. Urban and rural water supplies were also
significantly impaired resulting in around 2 million people lacking access to water in 2015. In
response, the Government is taking active measures to improve water use efficiency and water
productivity, especially focusing on the agriculture sector since it consumes the bulk of surface and
groundwater.
With support from the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the Government is preparing an investment
project of $120 million to modernize irrigation water management in five drought-affected provinces.
The project which is titled Water Efficiency Improvement in Drought Affected Provinces
(WEIDAP) is currently under preparation and will commence in early 2018 and is expected to be fully
operational by early 2024. The project consists of 3 components:
a) Improving the delivery of irrigation management services
b) Modernising selected irrigation management systems
c) Improving on-farm water management practices
The outcome of the Project is climate resilient and modernised irrigation systems providing flexible
and affordable services to beneficiary farmers in the five participating provinces. The key WEIDAP
features are:
A flexible and reliable Level of Service to farmers to farmers growing HVC: Piped
irrigation systems (pressurized or gravity-fed) providing nearly on-demand water to
farmers.
Measurement of irrigation water use: the adoption of meters to measure water use,
which will be the basis for formulating policies on water allocation and charges.
Improved operation and maintenance: rigorous asset management which will be central
to the project design to provide greater confidence in the sustainability of benefits.
Conjunctive use of surface and groundwater: a pragmatic acknowledgement of current
irrigation practices and farmers’ coping mechanisms during periods of increasing climate
variability.
Use of technologies for climate mitigation: support to high-efficiency irrigation systems
which will not only save water but also energy (i.e. through reduced fertilizer use due to
fertigation)
Increasing water productivity: installation of pressurized pipe irrigation systems with
reduction in conveyance losses and substantial improvement in operational control.
Increasing high-value crops productivity and marketing: working with farmers to
develop appropriate marketing mechanisms to maximise the returns of the high value crops
grown.
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2

WEIDAP Projects

The project comprises three main components, i.e.:
a) Pipeline delivery system – 12 systems (4 gravity and 8 pumped)
b) Upgrade Canal delivery system – four locations
c) Upgrade weirs/reservoirs – two locations

4

Province

Sub project
area

Area irrigated

Main crop

Proposed works

Ninh Thuan

Thank Son –
Phuoc Nhon

1,781ha

New development
High-value crops

Gravity Piped supply
extensions of main supply
line

Ninh Thuan

Nhon Hai –
Thanh Hai

1,000 ha

Vegetables, wine,
pepper, etc.

Gravity Piped supply from
the main pipeline

Binh Thuan

Du Du Tan
Thanh

1,960 ha

Dragon Fruit

Gravity piped supply

Binh Thuan

Tra Tan

300 ha piped
790 ha canal

Rice and pepper,
cashews

Pumped Piped supply &
upgrade canal

Khan Hoa

Cam Ranh

2,026 ha

Mango and rice

Pumped Piped supply &
upgrade canal

Khan Hoa

Suoi Dau

386 ha

Mango and rice and
other
vegies/fruit/flowers

Pumped pipe supply &
upgrade canal

Dak Lak

Ea Drang

150 ha

Coffee and black
pepper

Pumped pipe supply

Dak Lak

Buon Yong

451 ha

Coffee and black
pepper

Pumped pipe supply

Dak Lak

500 Hill

203ha

Coffee and black
pepper

Pumped pipe supply

Dak Lak

Krong Buk

2 pumped
systems of
954ha, and
311 ha

Coffee and black
pepper

Pumped pipe supply

Dak Lak

Ho Ea Kuang

536 ha pumped
pipe
409 ha gravity
pipe from canal

Coffee pepper,
rubber cashew and
fruit trees and rice

Pumped pipe and gravity
pipe from canal

Dak Nong

Dak Mil

Up to 5,375 ha
with more
secure supply

Coffee

3 weirs and rehabilitation

Dak Nong

Cu Jut

Up to 2,163 ha
with more
secure supply

Coffee and black
pepper

10 weirs
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Fig 1. Schematic Diagram of Modernised Piped Irrigation System as proposed

* Note that there are 12 systems proposed and the irrigation area varies from 150ha up to 2,000ha. The systems will vary, some involve intermediate “header tanks”
and some will involve gravity flow from a reservoir.
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Fig 2. The following map shows the location of the five provinces involved in WEIDAP
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3

What is AWP and its role in WEIDAP?

The Australian Water Partnership (AWP) brings together the Australian development and water
sectors under a long-term strategic engagement framework. By sharing its experiences from three
decades of water reform, and from learning to manage water as a scarce economic good, Australia,
through AWP, can help international partners to develop a better understanding of their sustainable
water resource base, implement robust basin-scale planning, enact governance reforms supported by
innovative policy and legal frameworks, strengthen institutions and build professional capability,
develop water sensitive cities, improve water quality and ecological health, and manage demand and
improve water use efficiency, in a variable and drying climate.
AWP has undertaken to provide strategic support to Vietnam in implementing WEIDAP’s 8 subprojects (SPs) of irrigation modernisation (mainly a series of 11 discrete pipe supply systems – each
system covering 300-3,000ha but also some upgrading of canals and some weir
construction/reservoir rehabilitation) within five provinces of Central Southern Vietnam.
The proposed modernisation provides secure water supply to High Value Crops (HVC, e.g.
coffee/dragon-fruit/cashews/mangoes/ vegetables). The proposed design and management is new to
both Vietnam and ADB and will adopt many of Australia’s learnings in modernising within a ‘water
scarce” environment. It will also provide the opportunity for Vietnam to utilise groundwater
conjunctively with surface water.
While Vietnam and ADB have the capabilities to construct and operate a standard canal-based
irrigation system, the design and operations of these piped systems particularly in a water scarce
environment is something new and will be considerably enhanced by the provision of strategic inputs
from AWP over five years in two stages. The first stage of approx. 300 days of Australian expert’s
professional time, being for the 2-year period of 17/18 and 18/19 and second stage of a further 400
days of Australian expert’s professional time (subject funding and demonstrated ongoing support from
with Vietnam/ADB) over the following three years till 2022.
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4

The proposed AWP inputs to WEIDAP

The proposed Australian inputs have been grouped into four core elements in accordance with the
WEIDAP plan. However, for AWP planning there are proposed 8 strategic inputs spread over 5 years.
The 8 strategic inputs proposed within the four core elements are, i.e.:
a) SI-1 Design support – this will build upon work undertaken to date by AWP (i.e. Rob
Rendell of RMCG) which provided a modernised design for pipe systems to HVC. This
task will be undertaken in conjunction with DARD in each province and in conjunction with
additional technical support provided by ADB, to ensure that the design is implemented in
accordance with proposed modernisation (includes the first stage of the SCADA input)
b) Water Resource assessment, surface/groundwater and inter-sector Water Allocations:
o SI-2 Groundwater monitoring – Assistance in designing and implementing a
groundwater monitoring program and subsequently interpreting both the results and
implications of results for the project. This project builds on the work supported by
AWP to date (i.e. by Greg Holland of Jacobs).
o

SI-3 Water resource planning and management of the resource within irrigation
command areas on an annual basis in a water scarce environment (i.e. one of the
command areas of the Project). This project will assist the responsible IMC (Irrigation
Management Company), who is charged with operating the schemes, in developing a
management framework

c) Development of Technical Systems for Sub-Projects (SP) Management
o SI-4 SP operations and software control systems – The introduction of
“appropriate” control technology (SCADA etc.) is critical to management of the
systems. Australian experience will be utilised in the design and operation of this
technology. (note the first stage of this input will be undertaken at the design support
stage)
o

SI-5 SP Asset management and maintenance is a key requirement to ensure
sustainability of the irrigation system. The establishment of an appropriate system will
be enhanced by drawing on Australian experience particularly with the piped systems
supplying HVC’s such as along the Murray in Sunraysia or Riverland. It is proposed to
adopt a “twinning approach” with one of the Australian water delivery organisations.

d) Water Charging, Crop Water Allocations within WEIDAP SPs and Public-PrivatePartnerships
o SI-6 Water charging is a key step being undertaken nationally in Vietnam. This
builds on the initial contact with MARD and AWP interaction along with Embassy at
the national level. It is proposed to develop the principles for the charging framework
in one project (e.g. Cam Ranh).
o

SI-7 Water sharing, entitlements, and allocations are part of the Vietnam Law on
Hydraulic Works which will be progressively implemented over many years. This
project provides an opportunity to start the process and Australian expertise is being
provided.

o

SI-8 PPP (Public Private Partnership) - Institutional support for the development of
the operation and maintenance systems, including using Private entities to operate
and maintain the schemes (build on AWA input to Viet urban systems in Vietnam)

It is proposed to undertake each Strategic Input using a different key Australian technical expert
(chosen from a shortlist of suitable people with a mix of gender and regions represented) for each
different input. The project will also connect with the other Australian water projects in Vietnam, i.e.
AWP/GMRP Water Law assistance, AWA/AWP “Channeling Change”, AWA/AWP twinning project,
and ACIAR’s groundwater projects and water efficiency.
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5

Why a study tour of Australia?

A key outcome of the AWP’s involvement in WEIDAP is to provide key government representatives
with practical examples of a modern piped supply system (and its operations and maintenance) for
High Value Crops. This study has been developed specifically to meet this outcome.
The study tour will visit a part of the Murray–Darling Basin, shown on the map below. The tour will
start at Adelaide and travel to Renmark and Mildura by bus before flying from Mildura to Sydney for
the last workshop. The tour, therefore, will only visit a very small portion of the basin and will
concentrate on the lower sections around the border of the three main states, i.e. NSW, Victoria and
SA.

6

Host and activities

Host organisation
Australian Water Partnership (AWP) is the host organisation and is funding the study tour. The Chair
of AWP Advisory Committee, Kaye Schofield (AO) will be meeting with participants in Sydney at the
Final dinner and Roch Cheroux (AWP Advisory Committee Member and CEO of SA Water
Corporation) will welcome participants in Adelaide.
Technical Director
Rob Rendell, one of Australia’s experienced water engineers, will be coordinating the technical
aspects of the tour and will accompany participants. Rob has already been involved in WEIDAP
providing specialist design advice, having visited WEIDAP on two occasions earlier this year.
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Logistics
The tour will be managed by Australia’s premier water organisation AWA (Australian Water
Association). AWA has already had extensive involvement in urban and rural water supply within
Vietnam and is a key contributor to VietWater 2017.
Interpreter
AWA is fortunate to have Ms An Nguyen as one of its key employees in its international division. An
has a long family history with Vietnam’s water and she will be accompanying the tour and providing
support and interpreting.
Field Hosts
The key organisations which will be providing practical examples of modernised irrigation for HVC’s
include:
SA Water Corporation which manages the Virginia Pipeline Scheme in the Northern
Adelaide Plains. The Virginia Pipeline Scheme in South Australia provides 20 GL per year
of Class A recycled water to more than 400 connections. The 142km recycled water
pipeline network is owned and operated by TRILITY under a contract with SA Water, i.e.
this scheme is an example of a PPP. The scheme supplies high value agriculture (mainly
vegetables, nuts and wine grapes) and includes glasshouse production. A unique aspect of
this scheme is that it includes “conjunctive groundwater use” i.e. there is around 20GL of
groundwater also used in the region by individual pumping systems. The scheme is about
to be increased 60% in size with a proposed $155.6 mill initiative.
Central Irrigation Trust which is situated in Barmera, pumps water from the River Murray
through large diameter pipeline systems to 1,600 growers who irrigate 14,000 hectares of
horticultural crops in 12 Private Irrigation Districts in the Riverland Region of South
Australia. The Districts are Berri, Cadell, Chaffey, Cobdogla, Kingston, Loxton, Loxton,
Moorook, Mypolonga, Waikerie, Lyrup, Golden Heights, Sunlands. The districts provide a
large range of systems including pressurised and low head deliveries. All of the systems
have been modernised over recent years.
QFM Productions which is a farmer marketing co-operative which started with nine
growers 22 years ago and how has four remaining growers with collectively 160ha of stone
fruit with a packing shed.
Renmark Irrigation Trust was established in 1887 as an irrigation settlement. Historically
the system used canals to supply farms and the farmers irrigated with gravity or flood
irrigation. However, both the supply system and the farm systems have all been
progressively modernised and now use pressurised pipes and high technology sprinkler or
drip irrigation systems. Its infrastructure serves over 6000 properties covering more than
4,5000 hectares of high value horticulture throughout the Renmark District
AWMA water control systems is an Australian company highly experienced in the design,
manufacture and installation of water control infrastructure and water management
systems. AWMA has installed an environmental control system at Paringa (near Renmark)
which is an example of modern technology.

Select Harvests is Australia's largest almond grower and processor and is the third
largest grower worldwide. It manages 7,689ha of almond orchards in Victoria, New South
Wales and South Australia, and is also involved in the manufacture of a variety of food
snacks and muesli. The company, based in Melbourne, employs around 270 permanently,
which peaks up to 500 people seasonally (2015). The business is divided into two divisions:
an almond business which owns and manages orchards, including the harvest and initial
processing of the crop, and a food business, which processes and markets a range of nut
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and fruit-based products to retailers, distributors and food manufacturers. The tour will visit
their Paringa operation (near Renmark) which has 1200ha of irrigated agriculture with a
totally private supply system utilising the latest irrigation technology. Also have the
opportunity to look at the marketing of HVC.
Lower Murray Water’s (LMW) area of operation extends from Kerang to the South
Australian border taking in the municipalities of Mildura, Swan Hill and Gannawarra. LMW
provides the region with urban water and wastewater services, treatment and effluent
disposal services, river quality water to stock and irrigation customers, along with the
collection and disposal of subsurface irrigation drainage water. LMW manages the supply
of water to approx. 100,000ha of irrigated horticulture. The tour will be visiting its Mildura
irrigation system operations which has just modernised its supply system (combination of
canals and pressurised pipelines) to 1200 supply points and 7,858ha.
Small Private Irrigation Scheme (Seven Fields) located within the Lower Murray Water
Supply region. This scheme is an example of 12 individuals co-operatively developing and
operating an irrigated supply system for horticulture.
Rubicon Water is a privately held company headquartered in Melbourne Australia.
Rubicon has designed, built and installed over 20,000 control and measurement devices in
TCC and FarmConnect® systems sold to more than 50 customers in 10 countries. The tour
will visit sites within the Lower Murray Water system that has employed Rubicon Water
Specialists and farmers
There will be a number of specialists and farmers will speak to the study tour over the week. These
will include irrigation designers, leading farmers, irrigation technology experts and government policy
officials.
Workshops
The study tour is aimed to be practical and provide visual opportunities to demonstrate all aspects of
modernised irrigation for High Value Crops. In addition, the study tour will encompass two key

workshops:
Adelaide Welcome workshop and dinner will provide an opportunity for participants to
obtain an overview of Australian reform process and Water policy. There will be several
speakers looking at different aspects including water entitlements, allocations and charging,
groundwater, the water reform journey. The workshop will also involve participants
identifying the key learning they are seeking so that the tour can ensure it meets WEIDAP’s
needs.
Sydney Final workshop and dinner will provide an opportunity for participants to obtain
an overview of water resource management from Murray darling Basin Authority
representatives and also NSW State Government water resource managers. This
workshop will enable the Chair of AWP to hear from participants, what their learnings were
and what their requirements for future involvement by AWP in WEIDAP are.
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7

Program
Month: October
Day

Location

Activity

Friday evening 20th

Depart Vietnam

▪

Overnight flight

Saturday 21st

Arrive Adelaide via
Melbourne

▪

free time in Adelaide

Sunday 22nd

Adelaide

▪

Adelaide welcome workshop and dinner

Monday 23rd

Northern Adelaide Plains
Travel to Berri

▪

Visit Virginia and Sunlands Irrigation Scheme

Tuesday 24th

Barmera region

▪
▪

Visit Berri and Loxton Irrigation Scheme
Meet QFM – farmer co-operative

Wednesday 25th

Renmark region

▪
▪

Meet Renmark Irrigation Trust
Visit Select Harvests operations and AWMA
Paringa site and environment

Thursday 26th

Travel to Mildura region

▪
▪

Meet Lower Murray Water
Visit local farm

Friday 27th

Travel to Sydney

▪

Sydney workshop and dinner

Saturday 28th

Sydney

▪

Debriefing of participants

Sunday 29th

Depart Sydney for Vietnam

▪

Depart Sydney for Vietnam

River Cruise and Social Activities
The study tour will undertake a Murray River Cruise on a “paddleboat” which was the traditional
method of transport 150 years ago. The tour will include some lunches and dinners where local
Australian farmers, officials, water managers and irrigation industry people where small group
discussions will take place enabling further learnings. The tour will endeavour to provide meals that
are suited to Asian appetites.

8

Topics covered

The program will cover a range of topics and provide participants with many opportunities to seek
information and learn from the Australian experiences (both good and bad).
Australian Water Reform Journey; Australia had been undertaking water reform for over
130 years. This reform journey has been book ended with two major droughts in the
“Federation” drought in the 1900’s and the “millennium” drought in the 2,000’s. At the
opening workshop a former State Water Minister (Kaylene Maywald) will present a history
of this. AWP has documented this journey in ‘The Australian Water Reform Journey: An
overview of three decades of policy, management and institutional transformation’ and
‘Building Resilience to Drought: The Millennium Drought and Water Reform in Australia’ by
Professor Jane Doolan, and also ‘WaterGuide: Setting a path to improved water resource
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management and use under scarcity’ by Aither. In addition to the formal presentation,
throughout the tour all participants will refer to aspects of this journey.
The role of the State Water authorities: Australia water is managed by a combination of
Federal agencies (Murray–Darling Basin Authority and Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources) and State water agencies, e.g. South Australia Water. Mr Roch
Cheroux, CEO of SA Water, will outline at the opening workshop the various roles from the
state’s perspective
Local institutional arrangements and structures: Australia has many different structures
to manage the local irrigation supply systems. A key part of the tour will be visiting
examples of different structures. At the opening workshop, Jeff Parish will outline the
history of 12 separate small systems coming together to form one farmer-owned cooperative, i.e. Central Irrigation Trust. The site visits will include
o

The northern Adelaide Plains irrigation scheme which is managed by a private entity
Trilogy in a PPP, i.e. public private partnership

o

The Central Irrigation Trust which is a collection of 12 individual schemes operated as
one Irrigator co-operative.

o

The Renmark Trust which is single system irrigation scheme operated and owned by
the irrigators.

o

Select Harvest – This is a public company which diverts water directly from the river
and operates a large agricultural enterprise.

o

Seven Fields – small (12 farmers) co-operatively developed, owned and maintained a
pumped piped delivery system.

o

Lower Murray Water – semi-government organisation which supplies water (urban
and irrigation) to a large region in Victoria.

Role of the private sector: Within Australia there is a mixture of private and government
involvement in irrigated agriculture. Throughout the tour there will be a range of examples
of individual farmers, co-operatives of farmers, corporate (private owned) farms, publicly
listed agricultural companies, and large and small consulting firms, large and small
irrigation supply companies.
Irrigation design and construction: The systems visited will include a large range of
different pipe delivery systems including low and high pressure, with and without interim
balancing storages, different pipe materials, different construction methods, and a range of
various Levels of Service. There will be an opportunity to talk to the designers of the
systems, the operators and the users of each of the systems.
Irrigation system control technology: The use of SCADA and TCC as control systems in
both canals and pipelines will be demonstrated at numerous site visits over the week. In
particular an expert from AWMA will demonstrate SCADA control of structures and the
Rubicon gates will be demonstrated at Mildura.
Water resource management: Water resources in the Murray–Darling Basin are managed
at a number of levels, i.e. Basin wide level, the State level, the district level and at the farm
level. Participants will be able to talk with practitioners at each level. The Basin wide level
will be highlighted at the final Sydney workshop whereas the district and farm level will be
highlighted at each of the site visits.
Conjunctive use of Groundwater: The irrigation system in the Adelaide Plains (site visit
Monday morning) is based upon the conjunctive use of groundwater and treated and
recycled Adelaide’s waste water. Like WEIDAP this area initially relied on groundwater but
has since been supplemented by surface water delivery system.
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Water charging and water measurement: The basis for water charging will be described
at each of the site visits as each institution adopts a slightly different method of charging
and measurement.
Water sharing, entitlements and allocations and trade of water: This is a fundamental
part of Australia’s approach to managing water scarcity. Over the week Rob Rendell will
attempt to explain the system and participants will be able to discuss with farmers how they
operate in this environment. In particular Select Harvest will provide insights into the
management and trading of very large volumes of water.
Farm irrigation technology: There will be the opportunity to visit at least six farmers to
demonstrate the latest in irrigation technology at the farm level. This will include irrigation
scheduling, automation, irrigation hardware (drip sprinklers, etc.) and glass houses. The
tour will be flexible enough that if any participant wants to see a particular demonstration of
a technology, then this will be arranged.
High Value Crops: During the site visits there will be a large range of crops being grown
including wine grapes/table grapes, citrus, almonds, peach, vegetables etc. Similarly, if
participants have a particular crop that they wish to visit then it probably can be arranged.
Marketing of irrigated agriculture products: The marketing of produce in Australia is
undertaken in a number of ways including direct farm gate sales, individual contracts with
supermarkets, farmer co-operatives, wholesalers, supplying wholesale market and
supplying a processor. During the tour participants will be able to discuss with the farmers
their marketing approach. Specifically, there will be a visit to a farmer co-operative (QFM
productions) and a processor (Select Harvest).

9

Participants inputs

The participants are requested to present briefly at the opening workshop identifying three things they
particularly want to learn over the week. They also should prepare a list of written questions for each
topic they are interested in.
At the final workshop and debrief participants will be expected to identify what they have learnt and
how they will apply it to the WEIDAP project.
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10 Participants list
Name

Position

Office
Facilitators

Mr. Robert Rendell

Ms An Nguyen

Senior Fellow

RM Consulting Group

Activity Role:
Study Tour Co-ordinator

AWP Partner

International Co-ordinator

Australian Water Association

Activity Role:
Interpreter/Translation

AWP Partner

Central Government
Mr. Vu Ngoc Chau

WEIDAP's Director

Central Project Office, Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development

Mr. Ho Anh Tai

Officer

Government of Office

Mr. Nguyen Hoang
Phuong

Officer

Ministry of Planning and Investment

Mr. Do Hong Hai

Deputy Manager

State Bank of Vietnam

Mr. Nguyen Duc Mien

WEIDAP's Officer

Central Project Office, Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development

Khanh Hoa, Province
Mr. Dao Cong Thien

Vice Chairman

Provincial People’s Committee, Khanh Hoa
Province

Mr. Le Tan Ban

Director General

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Khanh Hoa Province

Mr. Nguyen Duy
Quang

Task team leader of subproject
preparation

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Khanh Hoa Province

Ninh Thuan, Province
Mr. Tran Quoc Nam

Vice Chairman

Provincial People’s Committee, Ninh Thuan
Province

Mr. Trinh Minh Hoang

Director General

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Ninh Thuan Province

Binh Thuan, Province
Mr. Pham Van Nam

Vice Chairman

Provincial People’s Committee, Binh Thuan
Province

Mr. Nguyen Huu
Phuoc

Deputy Director General

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Binh Thuan Province

Dak Nong, Province
Mr. Nguyen Bon

Chairman

Provincial People’s Committee, Dak Nong
Province

Mr. Le Trong Yen

Director General

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Dak Nong Province
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Mr. Le Viet Thuan

Task team leader for Dak
Nong Subproject preparation

Irrigation Department - Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development, Dak
Nong Province

Dak Lak, Province
Mr. Vu Duc Con

Deputy Director General

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Đak Lak Province

Mr. Vu Minh Duc

Deputy Task team leader for
Dak Lak Subproject
preparation

Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Đak Lak Province

Private
Mr. Le Ba Hai

Director

Potential consultant for Dak Lak

Mr. Phan Thanh Hoang

Project Director

Binh Thuan DARD

Mr. Le Thuc Thuan

Director

Du Du Tan Thanh Consultant

Mr. Hoang Trung Tho

Chairman

Dak Nong Irrigation Management Company

Mrs. Dang Thi Kim
Nhung

Task Team Leader

Potential Consultant for Water Resources
Assessment and Allocation

Mr. Nguyen Quoc Hiep

Deputy Director

Potential Consultant for Asset Management
and SCADA

Mr. Vo Luong

Director

Khanh Hoa Irrigation Construction Consultant
Company

Alan Clarke

Principal - Irrigation Specialist
ADB Designer

Northwest Hydraulic Consultants
(International Services)
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11 Workshops and speakers
Note: workshop agendas provided on the day
Speaker

Organisation

Topic

Timing

Adelaide Workshop, Sunday 22nd October from 3:30pm – 5:00pm
Mr. Roch Cheroux

Chief Executive, SA Water
AWP Committee Member

Welcome on behalf of AWP and also SA Water Corporation

10 mins

Mr. Darryl Day

Managing Director, ICEWaRM
AWP Partner

A short history of irrigation development in Australia

10-15 mins

Hon Karlene Maywald

Managing Director, Maywald Consultants Pty Ltd
AWP Partner

A short history of water reform

10-15 mins

Mr. Jeff Parish

Former CEO, Central Irrigation Trust

The evolution of modernising irrigation systems in the Riverland

15-20 mins

John Gransbury

Principal, HydroPlan

Designing Irrigation systems, some simple principles

15 mins

Sydney Workshop, Friday 27th October from 2:30 – 5:00pm
Ms. Kaye Schofield, AO

Chair, AWP Committee

Welcome on behalf of AWP

10 mins

Mr. Mal Shephard

Industry General Manager - Utilities, John Holland
AWP Committee Member

Role in water industry

15 mins

Mr. Brett Tucker

Director, Blackwatch Consulting Pty Ltd

Water resource planning and water policy – lessons from the Murray
Darling Basin

30 mins

Mr. Dan Berry

Manager Water System Operations, Water NSW

Managing and operating water resources in NSW

30 mins
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